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Viewpoint
View Point Interview with Shri O.P. Kaushik, Deputy Director, Satcom Payload System Area
SAC Courier (SC): Sir , you
Poineered
the
establishment of first fabrication facility for hi-rel
MicrowaveIntegrated Circuit fabrication. Please share
your experiance. Shri O.P. Kaushik (OPK): I recall the
period when India's first communication satellite
APPLE was being developed by ISRO.. The
communication Payload Development was in progress
at SAC. At that time then ISRO, Chairman wanted to
harness Indian industries for the fabrication of SAC’s
Communication Payload related hardware. At that
point of time to do this type of work the Indian
Industries equipped with such facilities were M/s BEL,
Bangalore, ITI, Bangalore and M/s HAL, Hyderabad.
Some R&D laboratories under DRDO and at TRC, New
Delhi were also equipped with such fabrication
facilities. I personally visited all of these and requested
to help and join SAC in the fabrication and
development of the subsystems for APPLE payload.
However, none were willing to under go the rigor of
space qualification though they were having very good
fabrication line for MICs. Under these conditions Mr.
OPN Calla then Chairman, Communication Area and
Program Director UN Development Program supported
this development and sowed the seeds of this most
important infrastructure. The difficulties faced during
the course of APPLE Payload development made
Chairman, ISRO to appreciate the urgent need of such
an infrastructure at SAC and approved it after a
detailed discussion with me extending to one and a
half hour in O&C building.
After INSAT-1 series of satellites from M/s Ford
Aerospace, USA; ISRO decided to launch indigenously
developed INSAT-2 series of satellites. At that time
MIC technology for High Rel use was a guarded
technology (M/s Marconi-Space, UK refused to even
allow entry of SAC engineer as visitor to its facilities)
and not available in India for Space use. It was most
critical requirement for communication payload
development. At that critical time, I took the challenge
and developed & established this cutting edge
technology at SAC. The total quantum of work included
the Fab Line configuration design, identification and
procurement of equipments, their installation and
commissioning, development & stabilization of Fab
processes, qualification of Fab Line for making space
worthy MICs and its use in the fabrication of
microwave subsystems. The technology so developed
is being successfully used since then for the
development of MIC based subsystems for
Communication Payloads of all the INSAT/GSAT series
of Satellites till date. The technology so developed was
later transferred to Indian industries viz. M/s HAL,
Hyderabad and M/s BEL, Gaziabad with a view to meet
ISRO's production requirements.
While establishing this Fab Line I did keep
requirements of Pulse Compression System for
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Synthetic Aperture Radar in view so that SAW devices
required can also be fabricated. Today, I am satisfied
that all the objectives are met in full. The Fab Line is
capable of fabrication of SAW devices having features
down to sub-micron range.
SC: What were the challenges involved in Realizing
first High Power C/Ku band communication satellite,
INSAT-4A ?
OPK: INSAT-4 Satellite series is meant for providing
DTH services as one of its main objective. Till then
maximum transmitted RF power from each
transponder was about 70W. As Associate Project
Director, INSAT-4A & 4B and Asso. Program Director,
GEOSAT Communication Payloads, I provided the
required direction for various development, test and
analysis related activities for GEOSAT Communication
Payloads. INSAT-4 series transponders were designed
with 140W TWTAs at Ku-Band frequencies and 63W
TWTAs at C-Band frequencies. INSAT-3 series
transponders, though with much less transmitted
power, had noise floor and instability issues. In such
high power transponders for INSAT-4 series of
satellites it was essential to address and resolve these
issues on priority. All the required actions were
initiated and completed before actual realization of
transponders and include 1) Modified sub-system
designs to comply with RF and conducted interference
and compatibility standards, 2) Development of special
test setups to conduct PIMP tests on DGR antenna and
High power components and 3) To conduct high power
handling and multipaction tests on all the high power
components and subsystems in specially developed
test laboratory for the same.
A number of new technologies were introduced in
these transponders including 1) dielectric Resonator
based IMUX and OMUXES, 2) DGR Antenna with
reflectors fabricated at COI, USA, 3) Driver Amplifiers
with Automatic Level Control and 4) Use of
soldered/brazed integrated waveguide plumbing with

Viewpoint
choke flanges. Today, SAC has one of the best
infrastructure and knowledge base for the
development and realization of state-of-the-art
Communication Transponders. I derive a lot of
satisfaction for the same.
SC: What are the efforts put toreduce dependence on
imported Hi-rel electronic components.
OPK: This involves identifying industries suitable for
manufacturing selected electronic
components/materials, providing required know-how
and technology to that industry and testing the
product to qualification level for space use. Once the
product is qualified the industry is certified as a
production agency for that product. The respective
industries are thus certified for manufacturing of these
components suitable for space use. In the year 2001. I
was formally given the responsibility of indigenization
of space components in the capacity of working group
chairman in SAC. Under this activity, large number of
components and materials were indigenized including
low and high power RF microwave connectors, TCXO
hybrids, low power EPC hybrids, semi-rigid cables, CBand I-Muxes, solder fluxes, gold target and
thermistors. Currently, indigenization activities for CBand and Ku-Band TWTAs, Ku-Band I-muxes, C-Band
and Ku-Band co-axial isolators/circulators and
SPST/SPDT co-axial switches are in progress.
SC: What are the advanced R& D areas for surface
communication Payloads?

OPK: In addition, I did initiate R&D activities in many
disciplines including SAW devices and SAW device
based sub-systems, transponder components
development beyond Ka-Band frequencies (viz. ISL at
60 GHz) and High Temperature Superconductor (HTS)
based high performance microwave filters for
communication payloads at SAC. It was aimed to use
HTS material in place of gold film in MICs to achieve
low loss passive microwave circuits with high Q
comparable to waveguide as a replacement for wave
guide circuits. A number of such filters have been
realized. This is expected to provide large weight and
space savings onboard the satellite. Some of these
activities have already found their way to onboard use
while some are in progress.
SC: What is your message to young engineers?
OPK: I have worked at SAC for more than 38 years but I
feel that it is not long back when I joined SAC. Time has
passed effortlessly. I think it tells a lot about the
organization which keeps you spell bound and you do
not feel the passage of time. I have seen many places in
Europe where similar work / activities are carried out
and I can say that SAC, ISRO is none less than them.
The environment at SAC, ISRO provides you best
opportunities and facilities to satisfy your quest for the
search of new frontiers in the field of communication
and remote sensing. Do not let the opportunity pass
away, put it to best use.

Prof Satish Dhavan, Dr. Yash Pal & Dr. George Joseph are seen inside the aircraft
mounted with the MSS somtimes in early remedies.
remedies
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Initial Results from Oceansat-2 Ocean Colour Monitor (OCM-2)

Introduction
Space borne ocean-colour remote sensing has
already been established as a tool to provide
quantitative information on the sea water
constituents. Ocean-colour data from Ocean
Colour Monitor (OCM-1) sensor onboard ISRO's
OCEANSAT-1 satellite was extensively used for
various societal and scientific applications like
Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ) identification,
estimation of primary productivity, algal bloom
detection and studying the coastal processes. Its
follow-on mission, OCEANSAT-2, launched on 23
Sept., 2009, carried three main instruments viz.
modified OCM-2, Ku band pencil beam
scatterometer and Radio Occultation Sounder of
Atmosphere (ROSA) instrument. OCM-2 is mainly
designed to provide continuity to OCM-1
instrument and to obtain quantitative information
of ocean-colour variables e.g. chlorophyll-a
concentration, vertical diffuse attenuation of the
light, (Kd) and total suspended matter (TSM)
concentration in coastal waters, apart from oceancolour information OCM data will also be useful
for studying the aerosol transport and terrestrial
bio-sphere. OCEANSAT-2 OCM is almost identical
to OCEANSAT-1 OCM. The spectral band 6 of
OCM-1, located at 670 nm has now been shifted to
620 nm for improved quantification of suspended
sediments and for substrate mapping of optically
shallow coral reefs and other benthic ecosystems.
The spectral band 7 located at 765 nm in OCM-1
has been shifted to 740 nm to avoid oxygen (O2A)
absorption, which will in-turn improve the
accuracy of the normalized water-leaving
radiance in shorter wavelengths obtained after
doing the atmospheric correction.
Oceansat-2 OCM data products are available in
the HDF 4.0 format at 360 meter spatial resolution
for local area coverage (LAC) products and 1 km
spatial resolution for global area coverage (GAC)
products. The Level 1B Top Of the atmosphere
(TOA) radiance data from all the eight bands of
OCM sensor is used along with ancillary
information to generate various bio-geophysical
data products. The main geophysical products
from OCM-2 are chlorophyll concentration, total
suspended sediment concentration, vertical
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diffuse attenuation coefficient (Kd-490) at 490nm
and aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 865nm. These
data products from OCM-2 will be used for
studying oceanic primary production, fisheries
resources, global carbon cycle, spatial and
temporal patterns of algal blooms, dynamics of
coastal currents, physics of mixing and
relationship between ocean physics and large
scale patterns of productivity, land-ocean
interaction in the coastal zone and sediment
dynamics on regional as well as global scales.
Initial results from OCM -2
The sun light backscattered from the atmosphere
is typically at least an order of magnitude larger
than the desired radiance scattered out of the sea
water. The contributions of the water-leaving
reflectance to the TOA reflectance decreases with
the increasing wavelength and a large
contribution is made by molecular and Mie
scattering in atmosphere and by air molecules
and aerosols. Therefore, it is mandatory to correct
the ocean-colour signal for atmospheric effects to
estimate the reflectance of sea water just above
its surface for further quantitative estimation of
in-water bio-geophysical parameters from space.
The last two spectral bands of OCM-2 i.e., 740 and
865 nm are used for atmospheric correction
purpose. The output of atmospheric correction
algorithm is then used for estimating the

Figure 1: OCM-2 Chlorophyll-a image

geophysical parameters using bio-optical
algorithms. For OCM-2 processing, special
features have been incorporated for doing the
atmospheric correction for both LAC and GAC
data. Many data quality flags such as for land,
cloud, sun-glint masking, coastal waters and
shallow turbid coastal water flags have been
implemented. Global bathymetry data has been
used for masking the land boundaries and this
data is also used for shallow water bathymetry
flagging. A new algorithm for Total Suspended
Matter (TSM) concentration estimation has been
used for OCM-2, which makes use of 620 nm band.
Figure-1 shows the example of OCM-2 derived
Chlorophyll image of the west coast of India in
LAC mode on February 23, 2010 . It shows the

Figure 2: Geophysical products from OCM-2

h i g h c h l o ro p h y l l c o n c e n t r a t i o n i n t h e
northwestern part of the Arabian Sea adjoining
the coastal waters of Gujarat, in the winter period
and is known to be linked to open ocean
convective upwelling process. Figure 2 shows
example of the four geophysical products viz. (a)
Chlorophyll, (b) Vertical diffuse attenuation at 490
nm, (c) aerosol optical depth at 865 nm and (d)
TSM as estimated using OCM-2 data off Gujarat
coast on November 25, 2009. The OCM global area
coverage (GAC) data covers the whole globe in
eight days and figure-3 shows the example of
monthly variability of diffuse attenuation
coefficient (Kd- 490nm) during the month of
February 2010. The productivity regions of the
Indian Ocean, northern Atlantic and Southern
Ocean are captured very well in this image. The
low chlorophyll oceanic gyres are also captured
very well.
A comprehensive programme for OCAENSAT-2
OCM data utilisation has been drawn up in India
along with a host of users. Extensive Cal/Val
analysis will be undertaken for OCM-2 radiance
and geophysical data products and these
products will be validated for their accuracy and
robustness with the in-situ data collected during
the ship campaigns in the open as well as coastal
ocean waters. ISRO has established a Cal/Val
optical buoy around Kavaratti Island in the
Lakshadweep Sea to perform a systematic post
launch vicarious calibration of the ocean-colour
sensors. The data from this Cal/Val site is
currently being used to assess the radiometric
behavior of OCEANSAT-2 OCM data.

Figure 3: Global distribution of diffuse attenuation coefficient
(Kd) using OCEANSAT-2 OCM data acquired in February 2010.
Shri Prakash Chauhan, RESA/SAC.
Edited by : Nilesh M. Desai
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Facilities
Upgradation of 1.2m Thermo - vacuum chamber at SAC
Thermovacuum Test Facility (TTF/EnTF/ESSA) has
undertaken and accomplished a couple of
important augmentations in last few years, one of
them being conversion of 1.2m vertical chamber to
1.2m horizontal chamber.
Existing 1.2m Dia. Thermovacuum chamber
established in early 1980s was 30 years old with its
axis vertical & equipped with diffusion pump,
rotary piston pumps, copper finned tube shroud
connected to twin lobe blower based thermal
system. This chamber has been extensively used
during BHASKARA, APPLE, SAMIR projects as well

environment. Important features of this facility
would be SS thermal shroud fed by open loop LN2
flow through SI lines, heating with array of PID
controlled vacuum compatible IR lamps and
thermofoil heaters. Control panel of this system was
already augmented few years back and hence this
has been retained as it is.
As the early chamber was vertical, its utility was
limited and users mostly preferred to do tests in
other horizontal chamber due to ease of
loading/unloading. This chamber has been now
oriented with its axis horizontal. Complete system

Now

as balloon payloads. This was the lone chamber
available then and utilized extensively to conduct
thermal vacuum, thermal cycling, vacuum baking
and corona tests on all subsystems and payloads
developed at SAC.
TTF took up augmentation of this system in 11th FYP.
This facility is now augmented to cater to
requirements of thermal cycling on small sized
CFRP antenna reflectors and tiles etc. between high
and low temperatures under clean high vacuum

has been augmented at a nominal budget outlay of
Rs. 65 lakhs and is now being operationalised.
With this, SAC will have total 3 chambers in 1.2m
Dia. Class. Benefits achieved with this
augmentation are increased system utilization,
better inner working space & redundancy, adding
capability in terms of very low and very high
temperature tests on passive systems (-196 to +120
Deg C shroud temperature capability), power
saving, reduced LN2 consumption.
Contributed by: Mr. D.R. Patel, Mr. K.M. Kavani, M.C.A.
Naidu, Mr. D. Nolakha & Mr. B.S. Saharkar

Vibration Test Facility (VTF-STAG) Augmentation With FORCE LIMITED VIBRATION TESTING
Force Measurement Device (FMD) has been used during the sine-vibration and random
vibration testing of payloads to measure directly the forces and moments at the payload
interface. It proved extremely useful in ensuring that the test levels required by the launcher
were strictly applied, and that the tests are executed safely.
Approach allows the primary notching to be performed with very good
safety, and also allows one to be sure that adequate loads have been
applied during the qualification campaign. The FMD's output was also
valuable for the validation of the finite-element model (FEM).
Facility Augmented with Triaxial force measurements sensors and corresponding summing
amplifier. The available various capacity force sensors can take care of major payload testing
requirement of SAC
Dual techniques of: "Force limiting" & "Acceleration limiting" were also
demonstrated simultaneously for LISS-III* camera of RESOURCESAT-2.
Contributed by: Mr. C.P. Dewan, Mr. Nimesh Patel, Mr. G. Gupta
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Events
Honb’le Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri Narendra Modi visits
SAC campus on the Occasion of Indian Society of Geomatics (ISG) Meet 2010

Honb’le CM of Gujarat being escorted to
Vikram Hall for the Conference

Dr. P.K. Srivastav, DD SIPA being
awarded by Guajarat Chief Minister

Honb’le CM of Gujarat inaugurating
the ISG- Conference

Honb’le CM of Gujarat addressing
Delegates & SAC Staff

Dr. S.K Pathan being awarded by
Guajarat Chief Minister

Delegates & SAC Staff listening to the
address of Honb’le CM of Gujarat,
Shri Narendra Modi

GEOMATICS-2010,
A National Conference 'GEOMATICS-2010', on “Climate Change: Coastal Ecosystems with a Special
Session on Planetary Geomatics”, was organised from Feb. 4 to 6, 2010 at SAC, Ahmedabad. Hon'ble
Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri Narendra Modi, inaugurated the Conference and Dr. Shailesh Naik,
Secretary, MoES was Guest of Honour.

Geometrics Tutorials Feb 01, 2010

Tutorial Lab. Division.

Seminar Session.

Prize Distribution & Valedictory Ceremony

SAC Courier
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Events
61st Republic Day, 2010 Celebrations
Republic Day was celebrated in SAC campus, Director, SAC unfurled the National Flag. ISRO awards
were distributed by Director, SAC.
Meritorious students from SAC & DECU community who had topped in X & XII Board exams were
awarded by Director, SAC.

RESOURCESAT-2(LISS-4) Transported to ISAC

PSR completed & payload transported to ISAC,
for integration with spacecraft.
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Collage Presented to Former Chairman of ISRO on
his Visit to SAC, Campus.Dr. G. Madhavan Nair
earlier addressed SAC Staff on February 08, 2010.

Events
Meeting On FASAL project organised at SAC Campus

FASAL Team

FASAL Meeting at SAC 20 jan 2010

Students at Vikram Sarabhai
Space Exhibition Centre

National Saftey week
National Safety week was celebrated from March 1- 7, 2010 in SAC Campus. Shri M.F. Dastoor
Chief Fire Officer, Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation delivered a lecture on ' FIRE SAFETY '
during the concluding session on March 9, 2010.
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Events
Course on C++ (1st Batch)
Course on C++ was organized by HRDD during
January 5- 12, 2010 (1st Batch) in association with
Aprameyah Technologies Pvt. Ltd. Ahmedabad.
Twenty participants attended this course. The
Aprameyah Technology provided the course
content and material. This batch was organised
for SIPA & RESA.

First Aid Programme (Batch - I & II)
HRDD organised First Aid Programme in two
batches on January 28 & 29, 2010 in association
with Indian Red Cross Society, Ahmedabad. Total
81 participants benefited from this programme.
CISF personnel also attended the programme.

Workshop on SPSS
HRDD organised a Workshop on SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Science) at SAC for DECU
personnel during February 1 – 5, 2010 in
association with Dr. D K Ghosh, Professor & Head,
Saurashtra University, Rajkot. Eleven participants
from DECU attended this workshop.

Course on Labview
HRDD organised a Course on Labview in
association with Optimized Solution Pvt. Ltd.,
Ahmedabad at SAC during February 9 – 13, 2010.
Twenty Scientists/Engineers from different Areas
of SAC attended this course.

Course on Advanced DSP
HRDD organised a Course on Advanced DSP and
Communication Engineering with Hands-on
MATLAB session in association with Nirma
University, Ahmedabad during March 2 – 6, 2010.
It was a five-day programme held at Nirma
University, Ahmedabad. Twenty five participants
attended this training course.
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Events

Beautiful
View of SAC
Campus

Course on C++ (2nd Batch)
Course on C++ was organized by HRDD during
January 27 – February 3, 2010 in association with
Aprameyah Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore at
Ahmedabad. Tenty participants were attended
the course. The course duration was seven days
(Full time). The course was designed for
Engineers who work in hardware design,
development and testing. All participants had
access to individual desktop for hands-on session.

A Blood Donation camp was organised at
SAC on February 17, 2010.

Mini Marathon organised at SAC
Campus on January 25, 2010

Annual Sports Meet

SAC Courier
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Events
TT- agreements on Distress Alert Transmitter & MSS Type-D Terminal signed on January
25, 2010 with following three companies:
- M/s Avantel Limited, Hyderabad
- M/s VXL Technologies Limited, Faridabad
- M/s Komoline Electronics Private Limited., Ahmedabad

MSS Type – D Terminal
Distress Alert Transmitter (DAT)
Know-how trasfer agreement signing ceremony held at SAC in the Director's conference
room on January 25, 2010.

SAC & Industry representative after completion of
agreement signing ceremony

CMD ACHIEVEMENT
Horizontal Extension of VIP Dining Hall in
Building No 32A at SAC, Ahmedabad
· Project cost: ` 24.54 lakh
· Date of completion:- January'2010
· RCC Frame shutter with infill brick wall
Panels with high level of finishes.
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Agreement signing ceremony for DAT & MSS Type
– D terminal – Dr. R.R.Navalgund , Director SAC,
Shri A.S.Kirankumar, Associate Director, SAC , Dr.
K.S.Dasgupta, Dy. Director SITAA with SAC team
& representatives from Industries.
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New Entrants to SAC
NAME

DIVISION

KUM NIJA DHIRUBHAI BHOJANI

DESIGNATION JOININGDATE

ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

ACTS.OFFCR

2/4/2010

MESA-MSFG-MFF

TECH ASST

2/5/2010

SNAA-ADCTG-ACTD

SCI/ENG-SC

2/5/2010

SNPA-ARG-MDD

SCI/ENG-SC

2/5/2010

ESSA-AO

SCI/ENG-SC

2/5/2010

MESA-CSMG-CMDD

SCI/ENG-SC

2/5/2010

KUM RAJDEEP KAUR GAMBHIR

SIPA-DPSG

SCI/ENG-SC

2/5/2010

SRI. BODANI PANKAJ AMRIT

SRA-QAED

SCI/ENG-SC

2/5/2010

SNPA-ARG-RD

TECH ASST

2/12/2010

ESSA-MEF

SCI/ENG-SC

2/16/2010

KUM SHWETA JAISWAL

EPSA-UPDG-UPD

SCI/ENG-SC

2/16/2010

DR. (KUM) T. MARIA ANTONITA

EPSA-AOSG-OSD

SCI/ENG-SD

2/18/2010

SEDA-EOSG-RLOD

SCI/ENG-SC

2/18/2010

ADMIN-PGA-P & GA

SRHINDIOFF

2/18/2010

SRI. ADITYA KUMAR DAGAR

EPSA-MPSG-PMD

SCI/ENG-SC

2/23/2010

SRI. ANEES P.

SEDA-EOSG-SFSD

SCI/ENG-SC

3/2/2010

SNPA-APTG

SCI/ENG-SD

3/3/2010

EPSA-MPSG-GSD

SCI/ENG-SC

3/8/2010

SRI. CHAUHAN VIPUL NARENDRABHAI

ESSA-EFTF-ECPTF

TECHNCN-B

3/24/2010

SRI. ANILKUMAR V. SATHWARA

ESSA-EnTF-TTF

TECHNCN-A

3/25/2010

EPSA-ATDG-ATD

SCI/ENG-SC

3/29/2010

SRI. KAUSHAL KISHOR
KUM SHWETA JAIN
KUM RICHA CHAKRAVARTY
SRI. PRABHJOT SINGH
KUM TODMAL MAYURI SUBHASH

SRI. RAGHUNATH PV
SRI. RAKESHKUMAR K KANERIYA

KUM ANITA GHORELA
SRI. B.R. RAJPUT

DR. DURGA VENKATA NAGESH EVANI
KUM SNEHA BABURAO RODE

SRI. DHARMENDRA KUMAR PANDEY

Supperannuation
The Following Colleagues Superannuated from SAC during January-March2010.
Space Applications Center appreciates the valuable service rendered by all of them during their tenure in SAC.
SAC Courier wishes them a happy, peaceful and healthy retired life.
Details indicate the Name and Division

_____________________

January

SRI. NAFEES R KURAISHI
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN
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SRI. V L JOSHI
SRA-QAED

SRI. A M SUCHDAY
RESA

SRI. P D KHANORKAR
SPTA-NPSRG-RD

Supperannuation

DR. P C JOSHI
RESA-MOG-ASD

SRI. A K SISODIYA
SPTA-NPSRG

SMT. P USHADEVI
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

SRI. D V KULKARNI
SITAA-SGSTG-SATD

_____________________

February

SRI. O P KAUSHIK
SPSA-SPSG-SPSG-GO

SRI. C R ANANDHAKRISHNAN
SITAA-SGSTG-AES

SRI. D H PATEL
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

DR. ABHIJIT SARKAR
RESA-MOG-OSD

SRI. KODERLAL B PATEL
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN

SRI. RAJNIKANT P. DOSHI
SPTA-PAG-PAD

SRI. M B SOLANKI
ADMIN-PGA-CANTEEN

SRI. J A DAVE
SITAA-SGSTG-AES

_____________________
March

SRI. S S RANA
MRSA

SRI. MUKUNDLAL M TRIVEDI
ADMIN-ACCOUNTS

SRI. I J SOLANKI
DECU

SRI. SREEKUMAR V
ADMIN-PGA-P & GA

SRI. D D VANKAR
MESA-QCMF

SRI. T N TAPODHAN
DECU-CGG
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Lecture series
• Dr. Shantnu Mishra, Principal Research Scientist, DFL, CSA, Ottawa, Ontario delivered a Lecture on
'Passive Intermodulation & Multipaction' in SAC on February 18, 2010.
• Dr. Upendra N Singh, Chief Technologist, Systems Engineering Directorate, NASA Langley Research
Centre, Hampton-USA delivered a Invited Lecture on 'LIDAR & Remote Sensing' at SAC on February 19, 2010

VIP Visits
•Dr. T.K. Alex, Director, ISAC visited SAC on February 09, 2010. The development statuses of various payload
activities at SAC were presented on this occasion.
• Dr. K. Kasturirangan, Member (Science), Planning Commission visited SAC and took keen interest in the
development of C-band Space borne SAR.

An India-Australia workshop on Ocean Colour Remote
Sensing was held at SAC on March 18, 2010.

A Meeting of Joint Science Team (JST) formed under ISRO-NOAA-NASA Collaboration on Oceansat-2,
was held at SAC from March 10-12, 2010.
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